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Acknowledgement
of Country
In the spirit of reconciliation,
THE ICONIC acknowledges the
Traditional Custodians of Country
throughout Australia, and their
spiritual, cultural and community
connections to the land and waters.
We pay our respect to their Elders
past and present and extend that
respect to all Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people today.
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A year, like no other, in review
Foreword from Erica Berchtold
When we launched our inaugural Annual Progress

share a common ground in our values and are guided

we, as individuals and a collective, were driving

as a company. So the decision to keep progressing in

Report in November 2019, I felt so proud of what

forward. A legacy first initiated by our former CEO,
Patrick Schmidt (who now co-leads our parent

company, Global Fashion Group), our responsibility
to make lasting industry change is deep-rooted.

this space was somewhat easy. Our purpose, values

and principles are what kept us together and moving
forward during these unprecedented times.

Despite what 2020 has thrown at us, we’ve still

Fast-forward just a few short months and no

achieved an incredible number of goals while standing

be experiencing. For THE ICONIC, 2020 became

me feeling nothing less than pure admiration for the

one could have predicted what our world would
the year that would test our commitment to our

sustainability targets as we recalibrated our short-

and long-term priorities across the entire business.
Ultimately, we reminded ourselves that we are a

company made up of like-minded individuals who
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by principles that define who we are and how we act

up for, and shouting about what we believe in. It leaves
team’s ability to navigate our company through these
uncertain times, while continuing to make progress

in all areas of our sustainability framework, and truly
highlights the importance we place on contributing

to a better future.

FOREWORDS

With that said, I want to make it clear that we

know we have more work to do. Sustainability,
in all its social and environmental formats,
is not finite, nor can efforts be perfectly

achieved. The same can be said for our cultural

responsibility and ongoing commitment to better
representation and celebration of what makes

us unique. We work every single day to make our

progress and our stance on cultural issues count.
It’s a continuous process of applying what we
already know to create change, and learning,

unlearning and relearning to better understand
how we can make a difference.

What I’m wholeheartedly confident in is that

our progress is making meaningful change for
the better of our industry and all communities

involved. We are in a privileged position to have a
platform that can make our voice, and the voices

of others, heard. We believe in the work that we’re
doing, and while it’s not perfect, it’s progress, and
it’s being led by people who, at their very core,
want to make a difference in this world too.

When you read this Report I ask that you

think about three things: one, as an individual;

what are some of the things you can do in your

Report will help spark ideas and thoughts on what

such as learning how to recycle soft plastics

world. The aforementioned questions can be just

daily life to make a difference? It may be small,
versus hard plastics, or thinking about what

sustainability values you’d like to champion in

your own purchasing behaviour. It doesn’t need
to be grand or time-consuming – it’s the small

activities you might want to review in your own

as easily applied to your business, and by doing

so, the contribution of all involved will help make a
difference in our ecosystem.

More than anything I’d also invite you to reach

things combined that make a big difference. And

out to us if you think we can be of help in your

to help build a collective attitude around you?

either myself or our Sustainability team, we are more

two, how can you become your own platform

What will you learn, unlearn and relearn to help
contribute to building a better social fabric for

the future? These are not intended to be heavy

or loaded questions, nor are they meant to come
across as conceited; they are simply questions
we ask ourselves to help us make progress

sustainability journey. If you have any questions for

than open to providing help, having a conversation
and sharing knowledge.

We might go faster alone, but we will go further

together. We are #strongertogether.

Thank you for taking this journey with us.

without getting too caught up in perfection,
and perhaps you will find them helpful too.

And lastly, if you’re a supply chain provider,

if you’re a retailer like us, or if you’re a brand
young or old, hopefully our Annual Progress

Erica Berchtold

CEO of THE ICONIC
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Foreword from Victor Herrero
From Australia’s devastating bushfires, and

already demonstrating that this is an outdated and

remains a systemic issue, 2020 has been a year like

so many ways, the pandemic has proved to be a

COVID-19, to the stark reality that racial injustice

no other for our global community. The impact on

people, on communities, on business and on supply
chains has been widespread and pervasive, and

will be felt for many years, if not generations. Ten

years ago, external impacts this severe would have
caused business to indefinitely pause or cancel
programs altogether that did not seem to have

an immediate return for revenue generation. The

sustainability agenda, while considered ‘important’,

was for many businesses not recognised as integral

to future business success and therefore considered
expendable in times of pressure.
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Like Global Fashion Group, many businesses are

the cataclysmic health and financial effects of

short-term view of the world. While devastating in
live test for how well businesses prepare for, and

manage, a volatile climate; it shows how impactful
and expensive climate ramifications will be if we
don’t act on making lasting change, now. It lays
bare the fragility of global supply chains and

our interconnectedness with, and responsibility

for, the wellbeing of everyone who plays a role in

bringing products to market. COVID-19 has made

more acutely apparent demand from stakeholders,
customers and investors alike, for accountability
and purpose in business. Organisations who

understand and act on these realities are those

FOREWORDS

that will not just survive, but thrive in
a post-COVID world.

As will be fully demonstrated in the Group

Sustainability Report released early in 2021, GFG has
not only maintained its sustainability agenda this

year, it has significantly stepped up its activity and
maturity in managing all aspects of our social and
environmental impact. As is demonstrated by THE

ICONIC – despite the complexities the year presented
and a frequent need to adapt the planned approach
– the team continued to bring their values to work

every day, collectively own our sustainability agenda
and, together with our leaders, prioritise this core

meaningful and lasting change within our global
ecosystem. We are living in a time not of ‘if’, but

‘when’, so I hope that by reading THE ICONIC’s Annual
Progress Report, as well as our Group Sustainability
Report released early next year, you are inspired to
identify ways you can make small changes in your

own life or business. For these are the small changes
that will weave together to make a big difference
both now, and in the future.

Victor Herrero

strategic topic in our business.

Victor Herrero

I’m humbled to be part of GFG’s journey to drive

Board and Chair of the Sustainability Committee

Like so many other people in our business,

Member of the Global Fashion Group Supervisory
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Who we are
For us at THE ICONIC, it’s all about the people. Our
liberation purpose mirrors the empowerment we
provide to ‘our people’, ‘our customers’, and ‘our

partners’ equally – all of whom make what we do
possible. What do we do to make this happen?

We create seamless and inspiring experiences,

liberating the world from meaningless constraints,
always staying true to our principles.

Our Principles are the DNA code that unites

us and sets a standard of what we can expect

of each other. They are the fundamental ‘truth’

that serves as a foundation for our core beliefs
and what we will be held accountable for at

THE ICONIC. We are proud of the diversity of our
ICONIC teams who live our purpose and bring

this to life every day. Our Principle of ‘Stronger
Together’ is about valuing diverse thinking

and collaboration and we relentlessly focus
on creating a safe workplace where
everyone feels they belong.

We know our people are our greatest asset

and, since launching in 2011, together we have

been on a journey to define the future of retail in
Australia and New Zealand.
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WHO WE ARE

Business structure
Australia and New Zealand’s leading online retailer,

ecosystem and operational infrastructure, GFG is

Fashion Group (GFG). GFG connects over 10,000

lifestyle destination in our markets. With 17 offices

THE ICONIC is part of parent company, Global

global, local and own brands to a market of more

than one billion consumers through four established
e-commerce platforms: THE ICONIC, ZALORA, dafiti
and lamoda. Through an inspiring and seamless

customer experience, enabled by our own technology

dedicated to being the number one fashion and

and 10 fulfilment centres across four continents, GFG
proudly employs a dynamic and diverse team with
deep local knowledge and expertise. In the twelve
months to 30 June 2020, GFG delivered over 36.8
million orders to 14.6 million active customers.
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About this report
When we prepared last year’s inaugural Annual

Progress Report in November 2019 introducing our
ambitious sustainability strategy with 17 targets,

we could never have imagined what 2020 would
bring. However, our commitment to this agenda
continues to remain unwavering. In some areas
we are on track, in others behind and others

ahead. What is consistent with last year is that we
are sharing every detail with you; the good, the
bad and the unexpected.
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What is consistent with last
year is that we are sharing
every detail with you; the good,
the bad and the unexpected.

ABOUT THIS REPORT

Reporting our progress
The targets set out in the Sustainability Strategy
and reflected in this Annual Progress Report
are scheduled to be delivered by January 1,

2022 (or January 1, 2025 for targets solely within
the Ethical Trade section of our Sustainability

Strategy’s scope). You will find our targets’ due

dates reflected at the beginning of each section
of this Report and as per the Appendix, together
with an update on each of the projects in the

Work Plan also in the Appendix. The Work Plan has
undergone a review this year and some dates

have had to change – some due to COVID-19 and
some due to other factors.

Understanding our progress
On the targets, you can find the below statuses.
End of
2019

End of
2020

Delivered

Ahead of schedule

On track

Catching up to do

End of
2021

Target or project delivered ahead of schedule.

Target tracking ahead of the yearly milestone,
or the project ahead of its due date.

Target or project on track to be
delivered by the due date.

Target behind schedule based on yearly

milestones, or the project has or will miss its due
date. We have work ahead to make up ground.
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Ethical
sourcing

The importance of, and responsibility to,
the people and environment of our supply chain.

IMAGE Considered private label,
AERE, shot on Bare Island, NSW.
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ETHICAL SOURCING

We are continuing the work
commenced in 2019 to improve
visibility of our materials
supply chain to manage
impacts and drive uptake of
more sustainable materials.

THE ICONIC continues to recognise the importance
of, and its responsibility to, the people and

environment of our supply chain. Last year we
committed to:
■

Going beyond basic auditing to ensure we are
contributing to the improvement in working

conditions in private label factories through
training and partnerships on the ground in
sourcing countries.
■

Continuing the work commenced in 2019 to

improve visibility of our materials supply chain
to manage impacts and drive uptake of more
sustainable materials in our private labels.
■

Continuing to integrate Considered – our

dedicated destination that allows customers to
filter and shop by the sustainability values that

mean the most to them – into our sourcing and

marketing processes to increase the breadth of

the range and drive customer engagement with
the functionality.
■

Engaging key brands to encourage improvements
in their sustainability performance.

Tracking our targets
2025 targets
50% of assortment meets at least one
Considered credential

90% private label units made from more
sustainable materials

75% of private label factory management
engaged in training programs

50% of workers in private label factories

engaged in training/community programs

End of
2019

End of
2020

End of
2021

12%

9%

24%

In hibernation due to COVID-19

Target

28% by 2022

50% by 2025
40% by 2022

90% by 2025
30% by 2022

75% by 2025
20% by 2022

50% by 2025
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ETHICAL SOURCING

Story of our progress

Our Private Label Supply Chain
& COVID-19
Throughout 2020, THE ICONIC’s private label brands

COVID-19 has had, and continues to have,

(which include Atmos&Here, Spurr, Staple Superior,

significant impacts on our factory partners

Swim, Mika Muse, Locale, Everloom and Commune),

factories closing temporarily, and when reopening

AERE, Endless, Double Oak Mills, Dazie, H-Wood, St

continue to be sourced from 45 independent supplying
factories in China (34), India (8) and Bangladesh (3),

the details of which are published on our website and
updated monthly. These factories collectively employ
12,750 people, 50% of whom are women.

■
■
■
■

13 private labels
45 factories
12,750 employed
50% women

and our supply chain more broadly, with many

was possible, doing so with more limited capacity
under COVID-19 restrictions. Our focus from the
beginning was to maintain an updated picture
of the exposure of our factories to the health

impacts of COVID-19, including to understand
the impact of the pandemic on our factories’

ability to operate, the extent to which standard

wages are being paid and whether or not existing
social protection mechanisms and/or ad hoc

government support are available within each

country. Initially, when the impact on customer
demand was unclear, along with many other
Australian retailers, we temporarily stopped

placing new orders in order to assess our current

situation, however they have long since resumed.
Where suppliers had purchased materials for
orders and production had not commenced,

THE ICONIC used these materials for rephased

production so that suppliers and factories were
not out of pocket. We believe that continuing to

demonstrate commitment to our partners through
trade is one of the best ways we can support

them to navigate through COVID-19. As an added

demonstration of this commitment, in March 2020,
via our parent company Global Fashion Group,

THE ICONIC endorsed the COVID-19: Action in the
Global Garment Industry which commits us to a

range of actions to limit the effect of COVID-19 in
the supply chain that we control, and our active

involvement in this initiative is ongoing. We were
pleased to receive positive recognition of our

approach to managing the supply chain impacts
of COVID-19 from Baptist World Aid in their recent
ABOVE Garments’ labels being applied.
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publication ‘COVID Fashion Report’.

ETHICAL SOURCING

RIGHT Quality control

underway during a factory
visit in Dongguan China,
March 2018.

Factory Audit Program
More broadly, we continue to operate our factory

audit fatigue for our factories we have continued

negotiable basics of ethical trade, with auditors

completed for other customers where they meet our

audit program on what we see as the non-

completing their assessments in a safe and

COVID-19 appropriate manner, including worker

interviews. The pandemic has the potential to drive
a decline in overall labour standards and therefore

intend to heighten our focus on these requirements.
The core themes from the issues raised in factory

audits continue to be related to safety provisions on
sewing machinery, wearing of personal protective
equipment, non-payment of social insurance and

to accept third party audits that our factories have

requirements. Further, at some of our most important
suppliers we have overlaid these with additional

audits by our preferred provider, providing us with
an additional layer of assurance that we have a

comprehensive understanding of working conditions.
We have identified one instance of unapproved

subcontracting during the year – meaning that

orders were manufactured in a facility that had not
undergone an audit and were not approved by

overtime levels. Currently 36% of all audit issues have

THE ICONIC. Whilst this is unfortunate, identifying this

in our last Annual Progress Report) which is partly

assess conditions and take action to avoid it

been remediated year to date (compared to 48%
explained by a number of factories changing in

recent months and factories who had closed older
issues having been re-audited. There is a need for
ongoing focus here. In the interests of reducing

situation has meant that we could retrospectively

occurring again. The supplier concerned has since

been issued with a contractual breach notice and if

there is a repeat offence, we will assess whether our
commercial relationship should be terminated.
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ETHICAL SOURCING

Training for Suppliers and Workers
Our original plan for supplier training in 2020

involved face-to-face sessions for suppliers on

the ground in sourcing countries – a model clearly
hamstrung by COVID-19. Instead, in collaboration

with our sister company, ZALORA in South East Asia,
we pivoted our approach to deliver online training
for suppliers. Breaking the content down into

segments suitable for digital format, we have now

delivered five 90-minute sessions in Mandarin and
English, attended by 24% of our active factories

and 66% of our direct private label suppliers. The

sessions were designed and delivered by internal
specialists who have many years of in-factory
experience and covered a combination of our

ethical trade requirements and deep-dives into

Modern Slavery
During the year we have continued our focus on

Modern Slavery Act preparedness, completing the
delivery of our first modern slavery action plan

and re-running the risk assessment process to

test it for veracity. Key highlights from the work in
this area in 2020 include:
■

Conducting a comprehensive review of

our private label factory base and building
a model to assess relative risk of modern

key issues identified in factory audits including
working hours and wages. Our focus with this

training program continues to be providing our

supply chain partners with the knowledge, tools

and capability to implement systems that enable
them to meet our standards. In terms of training
directly for workers, this is an area we have not

been able to progress as planned and we intend to
have a renewed emphasis on this agenda as soon
as the lifting of COVID-19 restrictions allows.

slavery, using this to inform further actions to
be implemented in 2020 and beyond.
■

Completing an assessment of our risk of

exposure – specifically to the Xinjiang region
of China where there are concerns of state-

sponsored forced labour intersecting with final

stage manufacturing and cotton supply chains
– and developing a sourcing position and risk
mitigation plan for implementation in 2021.
■

Developing a risk model for third-party brands
(for whom we have less supply chain visibility)
and using this along with the presence

and/or strength of modern slavery related

requirements to inform contract discussions.
■

Delivering information sessions for third

party brands on modern slavery, promoting

understanding of the issue and awareness of
the legislation and information about how to
assess and manage risk.

THE ICONIC’s first Modern Slavery Statement will
be published before June 30 2021 (the due date
based on our financial year).
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BELOW Visiting the knitting section of private label
factory in Dongguan, China, March 2018.

ETHICAL SOURCING

■

More Sustainable Product

■

While we have continued to invest significant efforts
in the adoption of more sustainable products

during 2020, we have seen reduced intake across

our business which has hampered our progress in

■

Customers are able to
shop by their values using the
sustainability credentials filter
493 brands include products
in our Considered edit
39% of customers have
purchased a Considered item

increasing the range that meets the criteria for our

Considered edit and the introduction of sustainable
materials into our private label brands.

On Considered – our destination page and filter

system that highlights products with sustainability

credentials and enables customers to shop by their

values – we achieved 15% of the total range meeting
one of the criteria earlier in the year, although

this has since slipped back to 12%. Currently this

percentage is impacted by the increased assortment
in Sports & Toys but we are working with these

vendors to lead a conversation around sustainable

RIGHT Caption to go here.

assortment opportunities. At present, 493 brands

Caption to go here. Caption to

currently have some or all of their range included

go here.

in our Considered edit (slightly down from earlier in

the year but up from 453 in our last Annual Progress
Report), indicating the fundamentals of Considered
uptake in our supply chain remain strong but that

reduced stock coming in has impeded our progress
towards the target. Despite COVID-19, ongoing

customer interaction with THE ICONIC Considered has
remained positive, with 39% of customers purchasing
a Considered item since we launched in April 2019.

On the introduction of more sustainable materials

in private label brands, although we miss the planned
milestone, we have made reasonable progress this

year with on average 9% of all intake in private label

brands being made from a more sustainable material.
Looking just at Q3 (July-Sept) we have seen some

recovery from COVID-19 impacts with 13% of all private
label SKUs delivered containing at least one of our

rated preferred materials and more than 30% of the
men’s private label product being made from more

sustainable materials. Continuing to find opportunities
for growth in this space will be a key focus for us

throughout 2021 with many orders currently being

placed being made from more sustainable materials

including Leather Working Group Certified Leather and
recycled fabrications in apparel and accessories.

ABOVE Filter our

Considered edit by value.
RIGHT Considered

private label, AERE.
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CASE STUDY

Grievance Mechanism
Helpline Roll Out in Bangladesh
As mentioned in last year’s Report, we’re building

concerns directly with management. The ideal

additional level of assurance for workers in

first port of call to efficiently and effectively deal

on our factory audit program to provide an

our supply chain to ensure their concerns are

heard and resolved by us. To support this, we’re
establishing grievance mechanisms that will

enable them to raise concerns directly with us
through a dedicated helpline.

Many of our factories have established

channels that are already operating, such as

worker committees, local unions or simply raising

IMAGE Workers heading for
lunch during factory visit in

Dhaka Bangladesh, July 2019.
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outcome is that those in-factory channels are the
with workers’ concerns. However, if those channels

are not functioning well – or at all – concerns may
go unresolved and can escalate over time. By

introducing additional independent mechanisms
accessible to workers, we seek to support factory
management to improve their understanding of

worker perspectives, identify any gaps in their infactory channels and respond more effectively.

ETHICAL SOURCING

LEFT Quality control team
at a factory in Dhaka

Bangladesh, July 2019.

We identified Bangladesh as a priority country

for the roll out of an independent grievance

mechanism. Not only are the vast majority of the
workers in our private label supply chain located
there, but historical concerns about working
conditions warrant additional focus on the

country. Our direct supplier is also very engaged
and supportive of THE ICONIC’s ethical trade

agenda, a critical success factor. In addition, our
helpline partner on the ground is already fully

functioning in Bangladesh, working with over 600
factories. This established presence allows us to

continue to build on the work already in motion to
promote our helpline, its purpose and how to use
it to the benefit of workers.

In early 2020, as the impact of the pandemic

became a reality, it was quickly apparent that

our aggressive roll-out plan for the year – which
involved in-person training in factories – was

not going to be possible to deliver. However, by

We’re building on our
factory audit program to
provide an additional level
of assurance for workers
in our supply chain to
ensure their concerns are
heard and resolved.

mid-year we were able to work with our partners
to design a ‘Train the Trainer’ approach for in-

factory training, complemented by a digital roll
out of messages via workers’ mobile phones
to provide information about the helpline.

Implementation of this with the test factory,

one of our most important, has relied on the

commitment and resourcing of our direct supplier
and factory management. We are very grateful
for their support of our agenda during these
unprecedented times.

More than 1400 workers received training in

September on how to use the helpline, including
test calls and scenario settings. Since then,

reporting shows workers have begun using the
service to raise issues relating to termination
procedures, compensation and benefits and

that these have been promptly resolved by the
factory. To ensure its ongoing efficacy, we will

be deploying various methods including push

notifications for new starters, refresher training,
factory newsletters and worker surveys.
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Environment

Acknowledging and reducing the impact of
our day-to-day operations on our environment.
a zero-waste-to-landfill commitment at our

THE ICONIC acknowledges that our day-to-day

Fulfilment Centre.

operations have an impact on our environment and as
a result our program focuses on our greatest impact

■

electricity needs.

(including energy consumption and transport) and
packaging. Last year we committed to:
■

■
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Installing solar power and transitioning to the

use of only renewable energy for our remaining

areas including waste management, carbon emissions
■

Being a company striving for a 1.5 degree future

Significantly reducing our packaging

(i.e. limiting global temperature rise to 1.5°C

use of recycled materials.

emissions in a way that is informed by science

as much as we are able to out of landfill, with

operations and deliveries.

footprint through reuse and increased

above pre-industrial levels), reducing carbon

Recycling all waste streams possible and keeping

and offsetting the emissions created by our own

ENVIRONMENT

Tracking our targets
2022 targets: Packaging

End of
2019

End of
2020

End of
2021

Target

100% of THE ICONIC’s shipping packaging made of
recycled content

98%

100%

70% or more of THE ICONIC’s private label polybags
made of recycled plastic

14%

70%

100% of THE ICONIC’s private label primary packaging
materials across all categories will be fully recyclable
in Australia

51%

100%

80% of THE ICONIC’s private label paper and
cardboard packaging will be made from verified
recycled pulp

21%

80%

80% of THE ICONIC’s private label product SKUs will
have on-pack communication about their packaging
sustainability or recyclability

29%

80%

80% of energy from green sources and warehouse
solar operational

93%

80%

100% carbon offsetting of our Scope 1 and 2 emissions
(own operations and deliveries to customers)

No progress planned in 2020

100%

80% of waste diverted from landfill across all sites

94%

80%

100% of waste diverted at the Fulfilment Centre

97%

100%

50,000kg of textiles diverted from landfill via
take-back scheme

19,429kg

50,000kg

2022 targets: Carbon & energy

2022 targets: Waste & recycling
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ENVIRONMENT

Story of our progress
Packaging
After reporting last year on the challenges we

faced when transitioning our postage satchels to

on-pack communications on our packaging

concerned that impacts of the pandemic may

to customers from January 2021, but we are behind

be made of more sustainable materials, we were
create further delays. However, we were able
to navigate through this and were especially

excited to start delivering products in satchels
made of 100% recycled materials accredited

under the GECA’s (Good Environmental Choice

Australia) Recycled Products Standard since May
2020. As a part of our ongoing commitment to

sustainable packaging, this transition also meant
switching our well-known black satchels to white,

sustainability and recyclability and this will be visible
in transitioning cardboard packaging to be made

from recycled materials due to the complexities of
verifying the recycled content claims. We are now
working towards identifying a preferred vendor

that suppliers can source from, who offers certified

recycled content (similar to what we have done with
polybags) to enable the transition of the majority of
our private label cardboard packaging in 2021.
We have again met the requirements set by

even against our own brand code, to achieve

Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation (APCO),

life, we have included the Australian Recycling

and were pleased to achieve ‘Leading’ status (the

100% recycled content. With potential for another
Label (ARL) on our satchels for the first time and
have reaffirmed our REDcycle commitments

through the renewal of our partnership and by

promoting, via our social channels, customers’
ability to recycle their satchels at major
supermarkets nationwide.

We receive and send a range of other

packaging materials with our private label

products and we have had mixed success in

progressing our transition plans for these this
year. From January next year, there will be

no non-recyclable packaging components
accompanying our private label footwear

(including plastic shoe shapes and waxed

finishes on shoeboxes). We have made less

progress than hoped on transitioning private

label polybags (the clear sleeve that garments
are sent in) to be made from recycled content
and we are currently still sitting at 14%. To

accelerate the transition we have identified

a preferred vendor that our suppliers can use

who meets our recycled content requirements,
communicated this into the supply chain

and expect to see significant progress at the
beginning of next year.
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We are making good progress introducing

completing our third year of reporting in March 2020
second highest performance bracket) for the first

time. Our Environment Manager’s participation in the
APCO Materials Circularity Working Group this year

has been a valuable contribution to our packaging

journey, whilst also providing the opportunity to share
some of the knowledge gained through the satchel
transition process.

BELOW New packaging made

using 100% recycled materials.

ENVIRONMENT

ABOVE THE ICONIC
Production Hub,

Alexandria, NSW.

Energy
Being a pure online retailer, our direct energy

We have also transitioned almost all our

impacts come from our Fulfilment Centre,

purchased electricity to GreenPower, which

we have made good progress this year on our

under the Australian Government’s managed

Production Hub and Head Office in Sydney and
transition to cleaner and more efficient energy
consumption. As of August 2020 our Fulfilment

Centre and new Production Hub in Alexandria are
both now completely run on LED (Light Emitting
Diode) lighting with additional features such

as motion sensors. Our Fulfillment Centre is our

biggest energy consumer and we have estimated
that the LED system in place is generating

over 30% of electricity and emissions savings
compared to a business-as-usual scenario.

is 100% renewable energy that is certified

accreditation program and produces no net

greenhouse gas emissions. This has not only
generated financial savings for our business
by aggregating our energy needs under one
supplier, but has also enabled us to exceed

our 2022 target. COVID-19 limited our ability to
install solar panels onto the Fulfilment Centre
roof, however, we are continuing to pursue

this project and are seeking to deliver it in the
first half of 2021.
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Carbon & Transport
This year we have continued to mature our

make, it’s an exciting step to lower emission delivery

carbon emissions. In addition to the aforementioned

introducing more EVs and potentially electric bikes

approach to understanding and reducing our

changes to our direct energy impacts, we have

continued to pursue a shift from air freight to sea

in 2021.

Product usage is another big component of

freight for inbound products, with these efforts

our carbon footprint (17% of the total emissions

average air freight has declined to 28% of the total

better, in March we issued a survey to customers

being accelerated by the pandemic. In 2020, our

weight transported (down from 42% in 2019). Key

drivers of this include additional approvals being

required for air freight, increasing our sea shipment

consolidations out of Asia hubs and the introduction
of a hybrid solution that incorporates a mix of sea

and air freight for vendors that would otherwise use
exclusively air shipping.

We also launched our first foray into low-

in our 17-18 baseline). To understand this impact

to learn more about their current habits in relation
to washing and ironing frequency, dry cleaning

use and products’ end-of-life. We received more
than 400 responses to the survey and the results

will inform an education campaign on the impacts
of the product usage stage and how we can assist
customers to reduce their own footprint in 2021.

We made significant progress this year in the

emission delivery in September, with orders to

work towards setting our carbon reduction targets

before 2pm and delivered in the early evening

that provides companies with strategic timelines

five Sydney postcodes (13 suburbs) – made

– being delivered with electric vehicles (EVs).

With charging stations installed at our Fulfilment
Centre, the Renault Kangoo ZE 33 kW battery

pack can recharge whilst waiting on orders for

collection or between runs. While the scale of this
initiative is small, relative to all the deliveries we
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and we are working to scale to more postcodes by

through the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi)
and targets according to the latest science in

curbing global temperatures to well below two

degrees of global pre-industrial levels. THE ICONIC

won’t be going down this path alone however, with
GFG’s plans to submit group-level SBTs in 2021

towards which THE ICONIC’s inputs will contribute.

ENVIRONMENT

Waste & Recycling
Efforts have continued throughout the year to

improve our diversion of waste from landfill at

in the works for our Production Hub and Fulfilment
Centre for 2021.

To help Australia address the issue of textile waste

our Fulfilment Centre, the site generating the vast

ending up in landfill, in January 2020 we launched

on average 80% of the general waste we generate

take-back scheme for customers. Thanks to this

majority of THE ICONIC’s waste. Since March 2020,
in our Fulfilment Centre has been sent to energy

recovery instead of landfill. All dry waste is locally
transformed into Process Engineered Fuel (PEF)
which serves as an alternative energy source.

As a result we are exceeding both our targets

on waste, with an average of 85% diverted from

landfill at the Fulfilment Centre during 2020 and
81% diverted across all sites during the first nine
months of 2020. Despite the energy recovery

approach taking us very close to our diversion from

landfill target, we are continuing to explore possible
recycling solutions for as many of our waste

streams as possible with a particular focus on our
branded satchels. Organic waste recovery is also

Giving Made Easy, our first clothing and footwear

collaboration with Salvos Stores (beneficiaries of the

donations) and Australia Post (our logistics provider),
THE ICONIC customers in Australia can download

and print a prepaid shipping label directly from our
website and use it to donate their preloved clothes

at any time, so that someone else can love and wear
them. The initiative has been very well received by

customers, and we have seen donation volumes grow
every month. We estimate that, with Giving Made
Easy alone, we have already helped divert more

than 11,000kg of textiles from landfill. Since launch,

customers have made more than 2600 donations. In
addition, more than 8000kg were also diverted from
landfill via donation from our warehouse.

We estimate that with
Giving Made Easy alone,
we have already helped
divert more than 11,000kg
of textiles from landfill.

RIGHT Influencer Holly Leelu
demonstrates Giving Made
Easy on social media.
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Packaging
Packaging is a key component of any retail business,
and it’s even more important for a pure online

retailer such as THE ICONIC. Shipping packaging in

particular (i.e. our branded satchels and boxes) not
only protects the items we send to our customers
during transit but also speaks to the company

image and core values. As such, we wanted to find
a new packaging alternative that reflected our

sustainability values which guide us in the way we

operate within our business, supply chain and with
our customers.

Our packaging journey has been a long one,

starting in late 2018 with the establishment of the

Packaging Project Working Group (PWG), a crossfunctional team dedicated to exploring a more

sustainable customer-facing packaging solution.
We analysed a range of options from paper

envelopes to cardboard boxes and certified homecompostable satchels, and undertook complete

order fulfilment, delivery and return trials to assess
the technical reliability and efficiency of flexible
packaging – which brought to the forefront two

decisions on using recycled content or compostable
plastic packaging.
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We firmly believe that knowing the entire

lifecycle of any product is the only way to

understand its footprint, therefore end-of-life

considerations were as important as material
composition in our packaging assessment.

Composting sounds ideal when considering

the end of life, but in reality most customers
in Australia and New Zealand do not have

widespread access to composting facilities,
either at home or in their community.

The most likely scenario if we had adopted

compostable satchels would be that they would
end up in landfill, where they do not have the

correct conditions to compost, or alternatively

would contaminate soft plastic recycling streams,
preventing the recycling of other soft plastics too.

We firmly believe that
knowing the entire lifecycle
of any product is the only way
to understand its footprint.

By contrast, satchels made from recycled

content can easily be recycled again. Whilst
this relies on our customers taking them to

their local drop-off point, our view is that this is

currently still more accessible than composting.
Furthermore, by purchasing recycled content
we can contribute to the creation of a viable

recycled plastic market and create incentives

for plastic to be reclaimed from the environment
and reused again. As a result of our in-depth
exploration and analysis, our final decision

was to support a shift to a circular materials

economy and so, in May 2020 we switched to

satchels made of 100% certified post-consumer
recycled plastic.
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The Future
of Packaging
By Brooke Donnelly, CEO, Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation

Australia is on the brink of a unique and exciting

announcement to introduce the 2025 National

years, a perfect storm of policy change, media

responsible for overseeing, include:

time for packaging sustainability. In the past two
scrutiny and consumer sentiment, has started to

brew. China’s National Sword decision, to effectively

Packaging Targets. These targets, which APCO is

■

ban the import of waste as a commodity, triggered

a domino effect of similar policies around the world.
In 2019, Australian policymakers responded with

■

the Council of Australian Governments (COAG)

waste export ban, a critical decision that will mean
Australia must develop new capability to manage

■

and use the waste we create on shore.

On our TV screens, programs like the ABC’s War

On Waste stoked a groundswell of consumer passion
and expectation for a new and better approach
to packaging. While for the packaging industry,

Australia’s Environment Ministers made the historic
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■

100% reusable, recyclable or
compostable packaging
70% of plastic packaging
being recycled or composted
50% of average recycled
content included in packaging
The phase out of problematic
and unnecessary single-use
plastics packaging

ENVIRONMENT

particular, serves its purpose producing lower life-

Australia is on the brink
of a unique and exciting
time for packaging
sustainability.

cycle impacts, albeit at the expense of the more

obvious and problematic effect of litter. However,

packaging is primarily made from finite resources.

So, despite all the great qualities of these products,

the way we manage them at the end of life has poor
environmental outcomes on land and in our oceans
– which must be remedied.

Our natural environment isn’t the only casualty of

poor packaging management and recovery. Building
a new and sustainable system in Australia will bring
powerful opportunities for community impact, job
creation and economic growth.

APCO is working with government, industry

and the community to make the 2025 National

Packaging Targets a reality. APCO’s approach to

delivering change – utilising the Collective Impact
framework – is bringing the whole packaging

ecosystem along on the journey, including brand

owners, industry, government, community groups
and academia. Businesses will be one of the key

actors in this process of change. By 2025, change
will be an inevitable part of the new BAU for all

organisations. However, in order to get there, right
now Australia needs bold and decisive leadership
For businesses and governments, the question

was no longer why, or if, they should improve

packaging sustainability, but rather how and when

from major manufacturers, brand owners and
retailers with the capability to set a powerful
example to the wider supply chain.

THE ICONIC’s decision to move to 100% recycled

this change will take place.

plastic delivery satchels in 2020 – the first major

5.5 million tonnes of packaging material placed on

example of this decisive industry action. The move

And change it must. If we look to the data, of the

the market annually, 88% is currently recyclable.

However, just 49% is recovered for future use, with

the rest ending up as landfill, or as litter on land and
in our oceans. For plastic packaging, the recycling
rate is just 16% and if no action is taken to address
the plastics issue, the recovery rate for plastic
packaging will drop to 13% in 2025.

Packaging has a number of important functions

in our modern lifestyle. It plays a significant role in
reducing food waste, managing hazardous goods
and protecting life-saving medicine. Plastic, in

online retailer in Australia to do so – is a perfect

will avoid the use of thousands of tonnes of finite,
virgin materials, and in the process create an

all-important market pull for recycled material.

The decision is also deeply aligned with the 2025

Targets – as well as containing recycled material,
the satchels are also 100% recyclable via the soft
plastics collection bins provided by REDcycle at

local supermarkets. In the COVID-19 context, with
online purchasing continuing to grow, it sends a

clear message to the wider market that despite the

challenging year, sustainability is still a huge priority.
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Community
As we continue to grow and evolve,
we want to formalise how we give back
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We believe that being true to our customers and
our vision means being true to greater society.
As we continue to grow and evolve, we want

to formalise how we give back in homage to

the opportunities we’ve received. Last year we
committed to:
■

Maintaining and continuing to build effective
and mutually beneficial charity partnerships

■
■

Raising money for our partners

Enabling employees to give back through a
community program

■

Defining the path to becoming a B Corp

As we’ve adjusted to
the ‘new-normal’ we’ve
pivoted in our strategic
approaches to provide
ongoing virtual assistance
and support remotely.

Tracking our targets
2022 targets

End of
2019

End of
2020

End of
2021

Target

$150,000 raised for charity

$101,732

$150,000

70% of employees engaged in volunteering

9%

70%

100,000 people supported via charity partners

12,116 people

100,000 people
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Story of our progress
The past 12 months have been like no other for

Impacts from COVID-19 restrictions, particularly

Australians, having faced numerous crises that have

social distancing, have made it challenging to

these events, THE ICONIC has worked with our charity

targets set last year. However, as we’ve adjusted

affected our communities and economy. Throughout
partner Thread Together and the wider community
to provide immediate and meaningful support to

communities who have been – and still are – affected.

progress upon all of our volunteering and charity
to the ‘new-normal’ we’ve pivoted in our strategic

approaches to provide ongoing virtual assistance
and support remotely.

Our Partnership with Thread Together
In mid-2019, THE ICONIC established a charity

partnership with Thread Together, an organisation
that provides surplus and unsold clothing to

people in need within Australian communities.
Thread Together commonly supports people

experiencing homelessness, victims of domestic

violence, refugees and asylum seekers, Indigenous
communities, ex-inmates, as well as other
vulnerable groups within the community.

In addition, Thread Together has been heavily

involved in relief to support those affected by the
2019 floods and bushfires and those affected by

the COVID-19 pandemic. This demand has put their
charity under incredible pressure and furthermore,
the impacts of COVID-19 have changed the way

they can support and interact with their clients, and
how charity partners like THE ICONIC can provide

support through volunteering and fundraising. As a
result, we have worked hard to find innovative and

meaningful solutions to ensure we have been able to
continue to support in a COVID-19 safe way.

LEFT Founder of Thread Together, Andie Halas

packing donations with THE ICONIC team, in 2019.
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Employee Volunteering
Our employee volunteering target for 2020
started off as planned – and in fact, we

were ahead of schedule by early February

2020, having had 54 employees engaged in
volunteering, primarily supporting Thread
Together’s emergency bushfire support,
including picking and packing orders.

By March 2020 our established employee

volunteer program unfortunately came to a

grinding halt as a large portion of our people

moved into alternative working arrangements
(such as working from home) in line with

THE ICONIC’s COVID-19 safe protocols, which
has significantly limited employees’

traditional onsite volunteering options.

As communities adjusted to their new

normal, Thread Together’s need for volunteers
has only heightened amid tumultuous times.

As THE ICONIC began setting its new virtual ways
of working, it was a straightforward decision
that our volunteering would continue in a
virtual capacity, too. From May 2020

THE ICONIC completely moved its volunteering
to a virtual paradigm that changed the focus
for volunteers from people on-the-ground to

provision of targeted and specific skill sets. As
a result, previously unscoped needs of Thread
Together’s were surfaced, allowing subject

matter expertise to be assigned, such as THE

ICONIC’s Head of Fulfilment Centre Engineering
developing their new warehouse location. As

of the end of September 2020, THE ICONIC has

provided over 80 hours of virtual volunteering in
the realm of warehouse engineering, analysis,

communications and training documentation..

ABOVE Volunteers from THE ICONIC packing
donations for Thread Together, in 2019.
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Fundraising and Donations
Amid these troubling times, THE ICONIC

continues making stock donations for Thread
Together from surplus and unsold products,

having donated more than 23,000 units up until
the end of September.

In terms of monetary donations, we’re well

on track to achieving our 2022 target. We raised
funds as part of THE ICONIC’s Bushfire Relief
efforts, partaking in the Red Cross’s ‘ALL IN’

initiative and we have donated $101,732 to date,

across a range of initiatives, since January 2020.
We have continued employee fundraising

opportunities throughout the year – our

volunteering has also become virtual to

accommodate our entire workforce and their
alternative working arrangements.
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We raised funds as part of
THE ICONIC’s Bushfire Relief
efforts, partaking in the
Red Cross’s ‘ALL IN’ initiative
and we have donated
$101,732 to date, across
a range of initiatives,
since January 2020.

COMMUNITY

Workplace Giving
One of THE ICONIC’s many goals for 2020 was

launching our Workplace Giving initiative, with

the intent to provide employees with means to
give salary donations to one of THE ICONIC’s

nominated charities. Whilst we made progress on
identifying and engaging our preferred charities,
and developing the necessary protocols and

communications for its launch, we came to a

consensus that we’d be able to provide greater
benefits by focusing our efforts on furthering

existing activities within our Community pillar,

B Corp Initial Assessment

enacted whilst also reviewing other opportunities

reaching high standards of social and

such as investing our efforts on activities already

B Corp is a certification achieved by companies

that we believe will have greater impact in

environmental performance, public transparency

our support of Thread Together and greater
philanthropic efforts. Watch this space.

and legal accountability, and we committed to

completing the B Corp Initial Assessment by June
2021. Given that some other projects could not

be delivered this year, such as Workplace Giving
BELOW Our people at THE ICONIC

Fulfilment Centre, Yennora NSW, in 2019.

and worker training, we brought this forward.

With high hopes but realistic expectations, our

assessment results indicate that we don’t quite
yet meet the threshold for B Corp certification.
However, as intended by completing the
assessment, we have received a useful

barometer of our performance and clear path on
levers and methods to continue to improve.
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Bushfire Relief Initiative
2020 began with Australia facing unusually

with donations and quickly reached capacity

firefighters and the landscape. With the crisis so

to communities in need. In an effort to facilitate

devastating effects on communities, wildlife,

pervasive, we were compelled to consider the role
we could play as a business. One thing we knew

from the beginning was that bushfire recovery is

a complex and ongoing issue that Australians will
be grappling with for the future months ahead

if not years to come. We wanted to ensure that
our approach provided long-term support,
using solutions that we specialise in as a

business – exceptional delivery services and
fulfilment solutions.

IMAGE Scorched landscape shot on
location on Kangaroo Island, SA.
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Charities throughout Australia were inundated

intense bushfires across the nation, with

to manage storage and distribution of goods

long-term support for the recovery road ahead,

we provided a storage solution for non-perishable
and wildlife care items to a number of charity

organisations by offering the use of THE ICONIC’s

28,000sqm Fulfilment Centre. We then also opened
our Sydney CBD HQ and Western Sydney Fulfilment
Centre throughout February and March for the

general public to drop off their donated goods, which
were temporarily housed at our Fulfilment Centre
before being distributed to the charities in need.

COMMUNITY

Overall we facilitated donations of over 6000

items to eight charities across New South Wales,
the ACT and South Australia.

Throughout the bushfire crisis, our charity

partner Thread Together worked tirelessly to

clothe bushfire victims, many of whom left their
homes with only the clothes on their backs. THE
ICONIC donated as much surplus and sample

We wanted to ensure that
our approach provided
long-term support, using
solutions that we specialise
in as a business.

stock as we had available and connected our
brand partners with Thread Together for any

possible donations. Additionally, through the

promotion of our work with Thread Together as
a part of the bushfire relief initiative, they were

contacted by multiple fashion brand partners who

BELOW Models in our Considered

campaign, shot on Kangaroo Island, SA.

have now signed on as stock donors. THE ICONIC
also organised urgent employee volunteering

events to support Thread Together to prepare and
pack product and get it out to communities.

THE ICONIC also participated in the ‘ALL IN’

Australian Retail x Red Cross Bushfire Disaster

and Recovery Relief initiative, which saw over 50

other Australian retailers band together to donate
100% of one day’s profits to support affected

communities in need of immediate financial

assistance. The ‘ALL IN’ initiative collectively raised
$780,000 for the Red Cross.

Last but not least, in recognition of the

impact on the local economy and tourism,

we committed to shifting the location of our

creative photography shoots to take place in
the communities who were affected by the

devastating fires, injecting money into their

economies and shining a spotlight on these

still-beautiful regions. This initiative was later cut
short due to COVID-19 related travel restrictions,
however we were able to shoot a campaign

for our Considered edit in March 2020 on South
Australia’s heavily bushfire-affected Kangaroo

Island, and our annual Denim campaign on the
New South Wales South Coast in April 2020.
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Virtual
volunteering

Thomas Rabeyrin, Thread Together
warehouse optimisation
In March 2020, when COVID-19 rapidly developed
in Australia, our employee volunteering program
that provided support to Thread Together was

jeopardised. Due to social distancing restrictions
and THE ICONIC’s COVID-19 safety protocols, we
were no longer able to escort our employees

to the Thread Together warehouse, where they

would pick and pack orders for those in need on a
monthly basis. We had to go back to the drawing
board and look for new ways that we could

provide valued support for our charity partner.

After sitting with Thread Together’s CEO Anthony

Chesler, our Community team identified areas and

projects in their business pipeline where THE ICONIC
could provide consultancy and support through

areas in which we have roles of expertise. This is how
Thomas Rabeyrin, THE ICONIC’s Head of Fulfilment

Centre Engineering took on the project of designing
and optimising Thread Together’s brand new
warehouse, in Banksmeadow, NSW.

Thread Together needed to upgrade their

warehouse to accommodate more stock as the

demand for their services continues to grow. They

knew they needed their warehouse to be designed
in a way that would make it simple for casual
volunteers to come in and do a day’s work.
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ABOVE Thomas’s design for the optimised
Thread Together warehouse.

Once briefed, Thomas took the site plans, along

with photos of the space, and was able to start

building out complete and precise 3D modelling.
A painstaking task – it was imperative to include

every square centimetre of the warehouse in the
modelling before adding in the to-scale stock
racks, furniture, and details of the fitout – the

detail and accuracy in the 3D modelling created

volunteers with additional designs and fitout in

his personal time. He explained it has been such a
rewarding experience to be able to provide such
a difference to their charity, and he has enjoyed

every minute of his virtual volunteering experience.
BELOW THE ICONIC’s Head of Fulfilment Centre Engineering,
Thomas Rabeyrin.

by Thomas made the enormous process of

scoping and phasing simple for Thread Together.

Throughout the process, Thomas aligned with the
Thread Together team daily to ensure the design
he was creating would optimise their warehouse

to run efficiently and accurately.

Anthony Chesler and the Thread Together

team are forever grateful for the support and

expertise Thomas was able to provide through
optimising their new warehouse. Having such

comprehensive and precise designs has limited

the great risk that comes with moving a business

hub and allowed Thread Together to already plan
for phasing in the future.

For Thomas, he is incredibly proud to have

been able to provide such meaningful support. He
developed such passion for the Thread Together
warehouse optimisation project that he still
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Diversity,
inclusion &
body-positivity
The power of inclusion as true self expression,
where everyone can be their authentic self

IMAGE Halima Aden opening

THE ICONIC Summer Show 2019
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RIGHT THE ICONIC Summer
Show 2019, Brisbane, Qld.

At THE ICONIC and Global Fashion Group, we
describe the power of inclusion as “true self
expression”, where everyone can be their

background, education, parental status, sexual
orientation and intersex status.

Our Principles are the DNA code that unites

authentic self and express the best version of

us and sets a standard of what we can expect

every human’s right to be treated with dignity

our core beliefs and what we will hold ourselves

themselves. We believe fundamentally that it is
and respect, where opportunity is available
to all, irrespective of age, gender identity,

ethnicity, cultural background, religious beliefs,

physical and intellectual ability, socio-economic

of each other. They serve as a foundation for

accountable to in leading at THE ICONIC. One of

our core principles is #peopleareourgreatestasset,

encouraging trust and creating a workplace where
everyone feels they belong.

Our Progress Highlights
2022 targets
20 of our top 50 brands have incorporated size
extensions within their fashion assortment
100% of our private label brands have
incorporated size extensions

End of
2019

End of
2020

End of
2021

Target

23 brands

20 brands

8 brands

9 brands
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Our inclusive culture
We proudly employ over 800 people from 46

■

Centre and Production Warehouse in Sydney,

■

nationalities spanning our Office Hub, Fulfilment
Australia – 67% of the team is female and 33%
male. Our executive leadership team has nine
members, 77% of which are female.

By mid 2020, we had a complete executive

team and during the recruitment processes
we sought to purposefully create a more

■

diverse pipeline, connecting with a broad

innovation and better support our customers and

indicators. As a result we have increased male

defines the character of our company.

representation of talent across all diversity

representation in the Executive Team from 16%

partners. This mindset and core belief system

At this pivotal time in our world’s history, we

to 33% and introduced a wider generational

want to contribute towards positive changes that

assessment profiles have demonstrated that

fostering a more inclusive and diverse workplace

spread and cultural background. Formal group
there is a wider spectrum of style, experience
and thought in the team.

We recognise there is much progress to be

made and we are ambitious in our goals. We are
committed to a culture of belonging, combined

with our belief that #wearestrongertogether. By

embrace new ways of working and leading, while
that is an inspiration to future generations. Our
goals, initiatives and commitments to action

are developed, shaped and strengthened by our

employees’ voices to create and sustain an inclusive
culture underpinned by respect.

From THE ICONIC’s beginnings in 2011, we have

respecting all of our people’s individual cultures

fostered a workplace where people can bring their

at the centre, we transcend geographies, drive

culture and demonstrated in everything we do.

and unique backgrounds with human dignity
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■

800+ people employed
46 nationalities
67% female, 33% male
77% female in our
executive leadership team

best selves to work, it’s an inherent element of our

DIVERSITY, INCLUSION & BODY-POSITIVITY

THE ICONIC’s Purpose is Liberation – it’s the heart

of our culture and part of our DNA. We strive for

every person to have a pro-diversity mindset and

we achieve this through the development of positive
practices and policies, investment in training and
inclusive leadership. We strive for flexibility to be
mainstreamed and the personalisation of work-

life harmony to be at the forefront. Since COVID-19
we have continued our investment in our flexible

work arrangements for the whole team so we can
offer a compelling work and life experience that

decision making. Our ongoing focus on compliance
learning plays an important role in reinforcing our
core principles and practices of how we treat all

people fairly, along with our successful submission
to the Workplace Gender Equality Agency. We

made significant investments into our internal
communications platform and benefited from

raising greater awareness on diversity topics and

championing internal events such as R U OK? Day to

further exemplify our purpose of ‘true self expression’.
We continue to strive to create a workplace that

accommodates a range of individual needs. In

reflects the diverse communities we serve and

those with responsibilities for parenting, caring for

is empowered to bring their full, authentic self to

particular, we have provided increased flexibility for
the vulnerable and in difficult situations with options
to work where they needed, extra leave, staggered
working hours and options to work part-time or to

different schedules. We have increased our checkins with our people through pulse surveys, and

prospective talent on their experience, to gain rich

insights on our inclusion and belonging culture, so we
can continually learn, improve and pivot our actions.
Our continued commitment to embed diversity

and inclusion through our hiring practices to attract
more diverse talent is evident in the pipelining and
sourcing activities and in our interviewing training,

support materials and techniques to remove bias in

where everyone feels a sense of belonging and
work. We celebrate these unique contributions,

fostering a trusting, open and psychologically safe
environment, treating each person in a manner

that reflects THE ICONIC and Global Fashion Group’s
Business Conduct and Ethics Policy. Though our
approach is so much more than just a set of

policies – it’s what we believe, how we live and how
we lead. It’s embedded in all we do. It’s how we

improve our business performance and build on THE
ICONIC’s reputation in the industry as an employer.
It’s how we put our people first and it’s our way of
putting respect into action – every one of us, in
every moment, every day.
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Our Reconciliation
Action Plan (RAP)
In last year’s Report, we committed to developing
our first Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP), and
having completed development in the first

half of 2020, we are thrilled to have received

Our Progression
On Company
Inclusivity
We are more committed than ever to

enabling all of our people, customers and
partners to express the best version of

themselves through fashion and sport.
Last year, we committed to:
■

Contributing to Indigenous reconciliation
through development of a Reconciliation
Action Plan.

■

Supporting new designers from minority
or disadvantaged communities.

■

Evolving our assortment by working

with our vendor base to foster a new
approach to standard sizing.
■

Surfacing modest wear as part of our
brand and product assortment.

■

Understanding the adaptive wear market
and increasing our available assortment.
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Reconciliation Australia’s formal endorsement for
rollout from September 2020. We’re grateful to

have been given the opportunity to commence
this journey as a young business and to

take steps contributing towards Australia’s

reconciliation with its First Nations Peoples.
Being our first RAP, we decided to take-

on the ‘Reflect’ level template offered by

Reconciliation Australia and used by many likeminded organisations commencing their own
reconciliation journey.

Upon submitting our RAP in May 2020, and

while awaiting Reconciliation Australia’s feedback,
we took time to delve into our existing networks
to connect with First Nations Peoples spanning
various industries and experiences, along with
other organisations with previous experience
delivering RAPs, to strengthen our knowledge

on how to deliver the best possible outcomes
ABOVE Gaagal by Otis Hope Carey, 2020. Otis Hope Carey.

Artist and proud Gumbaynggirr / Bundjalung Man. “This body
of work is one of our Gumbaynggirr clam totems. It’s called

Gaagal which translates to ocean in English. The artwork has
symbolic references to cultural dancing and reflects on its

healing powers. This body of work also maps tidal charts and
the overlapping waves crashing on the shoreline.”
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with an utmost conviction for the cause. We’ve

■

found the process of networking to be helpful

senior leaders to participate in training and

and encourage other organisations considering

external events such as NAIDOC and NRW

submitting their own initial RAP to do the same

(National Reconciliation Week) to develop our

before and throughout the submission process.

peoples’ understanding and respect of First

We believe a key driver to our RAP’s success

Nations’ histories, cultures and to strengthen

will be those assigned to the task of bringing it

to life: our Reconciliation Working Group (RWG).

Upon announcing our intentions of submitting our

first RAP to THE ICONIC’s workforce, the unanimous
excitement and passion received from our people

Encouraging and supporting staff and

awareness of reconciliation.
■

Researching practices and policies

addressing areas relating to race relations
and anti-discrimination.

In the short time we’ve been acquainted with

was not only amazing, but validated that we were

the RAP and having the privilege of meeting First

uncertain how we would best create the working

time to educate us on what it means to take steps

well and truly due to start this journey. At first

group to bring our RAP to life, we experienced

no shortage of individuals impassioned to bring
their all to the cause of reconciliation and THE

ICONIC’s RAP deliverables. In June 2020 we formed
our RWG, with individuals joining from various

roles and end-to-end department cross sections.
From Legal to Marketing, Operations to People

Nations people who have been kind enough to take
to reconcile, our sights have broadened and we

have been on a journey of constant learning (and

unlearning). We know we have a way to go, but we
could not be more committed to this journey and

look forward to sharing it with our audience as we
make further progress.

& Culture, we are so pleased to have a group of
people who represent THE ICONIC.

As a 12-month scoped plan, our Reflect RAP

kicked off its initial activities in September 2020
and is expected to conclude September 2021.
Our actions so far have involved establishing

our RWG, reaching out to First Nations peoples to

receive guidance on our RAP’s journey, along with
contacting relevant First Nations Land Councils
to plan for training and protocols deploying
Acknowledgement of Country into our daily
business practices.

In the next 12 months, we’re committing

to delivering some key actions including
(but not exclusive to):
■

Researching best practice and principles that

support partnerships with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander stakeholders and organisations.
■

Developing an understanding of the local
Traditional Owners or Custodians of the

land and waters within our organisation’s
operational areas.
■

Increasing employees’ understanding of the

READ NOW

purpose and significance behind cultural

protocols, including Acknowledgement of
Country and Welcome to Country.
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RIGHT Brooke Blurton
wears Haus of Dizzy

earrings on @theiconicau,
created by Wiradjuri

designer, Kristy Dickinson.

Our Product Assortment
We remain focused on diversifying our

size extensions for 23 of our top 25 brands. Within

we committed to introducing size extensions

vendor base to offer size extensions in 23 out of our

assortment in both brands and sizes. Last year
for our private label brands to accommodate
a broader range of body shapes and sizes.

our branded assortment we have worked with our
top 25 brands by sales volume.

An area of continued focus for THE ICONIC

For women’s apparel, eight of our nine private

is increasing diversification of our brands and

three extending to a size 20, while we’ve started

reflective of our customers and communities. An

label brands extend to a size 16 or larger, with
introducing size 4 for one of our brands with

intent to roll similar sizing to remaining brands
by the end of 2021. While we remain focused
on women’s apparel we haven’t neglected

menswear, offering 2XL to 5XL for one of our

men’s brands. We’re also working closely with

our brand partners, with our assortment offering

assortments to be more representative and

area of focus for us is bringing onboard more First

Nations identifying brands, with two already within
our assortment and another four confirmed for

launch from the beginning of 2021. Following our

RAP commitments, our ongoing diversification of

our assortment is a major focus that will continue
into 2021 and beyond.

LEFT More inclusive sizing
in our assortment.
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RIGHT A selection
of THE ICONIC’s

e-commerce models.

Our Website and
Outward Facing View
THE ICONIC’s commitment to a broad range

of humanness has been demonstrated for a

number of years across our website, our social
channels, our campaigns and events. This has
continued in earnest throughout 2020 with all
kinds of people represented. The team’s daily
commitment to diversity in model casting

has seen our talent come from a pool that

encompasses a broad range of sizes, cultural
backgrounds and differently-abled people.
Last year we committed to launching a

Modest Edit by the end of 2020, allowing for
customers who prefer modest fashion to

shop more easily. While the Modest Edit is

technically ready to launch, we decided to

take the opportunity to better understand the
potential Modest Edit customer and ensure
our offering is culturally appropriate and
relevant, and launch in 2021.
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VOICE

Legally Blak
Why the Uluru Statement from the Heart is
the roadmap to unifying our nation!
By Teela Reid
Imagine a lawyer...
No doubt they are wearing blak, and perhaps
embellished with a bit of white.
It’s a regal world.
Did you envision a male?
Female?
Non-binary?
What were they wearing?
... Did you imagine a blak lawyer? A First Nations
lawyer? A First Nations female lawyer?

It’s probably the last thing that comes to your

mind. The image of a First Nations woman, standing
in her power before a court, arguing a case in the

get it, the odds are stacked against me. As a First

Nations woman in Australia, I am more likely to be
incarcerated than to finish high school, let alone
become a lawyer. It’s not just the intellectual

rigour of discovering your craft as an advocate
in court that makes it a difficult profession

to sustain, it’s also the symbols, rituals and

artificiality that occupy these spaces that First

Nations lawyers have to grapple with. It is also the
expectations placed upon lawyers to work hard,
play harder and look immaculate at the same

time. It is a career primarily built on intelligence
and reputation by western standards. Access

to it is usually influenced by the depth of one’s

economic inheritance and booming trust funds.
The legal profession not only has expensive

tastes, it is generally only accessible to an elite few
in our society that have the power and privilege to
infiltrate these spaces.

As I find my way into this very regal legal

best interest of her client. Everyone else in the court is

profession, one of the many things that has changed

fit the mould, dress and speak in conservative tones. It’s

up and look at which shade of black and white I

predominately white, privileged, male or female. They
not a space accustomed to a Koori woman standing
behind the bar table representing white clients who

appear before the court wearing their prison greens.
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Many people question how I became a lawyer. I

dramatically is my wardrobe. Each morning I wake
might wear. I’m not the kind of lawyer that has the
income to justify filling my closet with high-end
brands or fancy pearls to clutch.
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including my mother, during the period of our history

“To be clear, I am very
aware I am more likely
to be incarcerated as a
blak woman than I am
to be a lawyer.”

known as assimilation; a government sanctioned

process that legally justified the dispossession and

displacement of Indigenous peoples in an attempt to
erase any trace of their blackness.

This was a time when the racial divide between

black and white Australia was so apparent, some of
my ancestors were forced to wear dog tags around
their necks by virtue of being Aboriginal. My father

was also raised on Nanima Mission in western NSW.

It means I am the first generation of both sides of my
family to be born and raised in a township. For better
This is a foreign world, with a foreign language,

that brings with it a foreign rulebook. If you breach
the rules, you are punished – this is how western
society functions.

And it is a profession that capitalises on the

power of persuasion – the art of advocacy is the

ability to persuade within the boundaries of the rule
of law. A notion that assumes that all people are
equal before the law.

But what does this mean for First Nations peoples,

whose lore is written into these ancient landscapes,
waterways and sky? Our authority as First Nations

or worse, it didn’t mean my experience hasn’t been
immune to racism.

From the moment I could walk, my footsteps

followed the path carved by my ancestors. The

struggle for my people has been one epic battle to
take our rightful place, in our own country. To free
the shackles of oppression that continue to see

my people the highest incarcerated cohort on the
planet. The statistics speak for themselves. How

are we only 3% of the total population but account
for 30-50% of the prison population? As the Uluru
Statement from the Heart declares:

“Proportionally, we are the most incarcerated

peoples is intricately linked to our stories – they

people on the planet. We are not an innately

time and space. Our lore is not always written, but

their families at unprecedented rates. This cannot

govern our deep connections to one another in this
is passed down orally or artistically and has existed

from time immemorial. This lore is not defined by the
confines of a courtroom.

Over time, as a Koori lawyer I’ve had to navigate

the two worlds of law and lore.

My day job is far from the world I grew up in,

from the dusty plains of western NSW. I never knew

criminal people. Our children are alienated from
be because we have no love for them. And our

youth languish in detention in obscene numbers.
They should be our hope for the future.

These dimensions of our crisis tell plainly the

structural nature of our problem. This is the torment
of our powerlessness.”

My journey to becoming a lawyer has been

a lawyer in my childhood. My advocacy skills were

motivated by my responsibility to give back and

resisting the colonial invasion. These days I am a

as it is, but rather to disrupt and dismantle a system

cultivated in my community, on the frontline of

living paradox – legally blak (far from Legally Blonde,
like the Hollywood film).

My life as an advocate started when I attended

empower my people. To not accept the status quo
of laws that continues to deprive my people the
dignity of humanity.

When I embarked on my legal career, I was invited

law school, it began listening and learning from my

to be a working group leader on section 51(xxvi), the

In particular my grandfather, a proud Wailwan

This is a law that enables the Federal Parliament

elders around the campfire or in blak political spaces.
man – his life began under a traditional birthing
tree marked by carvings, a sacred women’s site

and a world away from the tin shack humpies he

and my grandmother were forced to live in on state

sanctioned missionaries. They raised their 10 children,

Race Power, in the Constitutional dialogues process.
of Australia to make special laws with respect to
Indigenous Australians.

And the critical point to be made is; these laws

are not only for the benefit, but they can be for the
detriment of Indigenous peoples.
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This is an extraordinarily draconian power that

operates only in Australia. It is why First Nations
peoples called for a First Nations Voice to be
enshrined in the Constitution. To ensure First

Nations voices have input into laws that affect us.
A mechanism that is endorsed by the Australian
people and guaranteed by a referendum as a

permanent structure within our democracy. We
shouldn’t shy away from this task.

My role in the colony of Australia is a lawyer,

“When we have power over
our destiny our children will
flourish. They will walk in two
worlds and their culture will
be a gift to their country.”

but I am foremost a proud Wiradjuri and Wailwan
woman. I do not have the luxury of switching off

when I get home from my day job. My commitment
to dismantling systemic racism in our society is

fuelled by the fire burning from my ancestors. This

together after a struggle. It captures our aspirations

a 9-5 job, it is 24/7, hard, relentless work and a

Australia and a better future for our children based

unfinished business of our nation’s story is not

way of life for my people who have never ceded
sovereignty to live self-determining lives.

In Australia, we cannot keep doing business

as usual. The enormity of change required to

dismantle structural racism requires each of us
to disrupt the status quo. It is a challenge we

must embrace and one that will take courage to

relinquish the familiarity of our comfort zones. The
onus is on each of us to show up and hold space
for these conversations in both our personal

and professional capacities to begin to heal the

on justice and self-determination.

The Uluru Statement from the Heart was issued to

the Australian people for good reason. It is only the

power of the people who possess the ability to vote

‘yes’ and win a referendum to enshrine a First Nations
Voice. This is a proposal to establish a representative
body that speaks on behalf of First Nations interests
– on the issues that affect us. This process would
enable a Makarrata Commission to supervise a
process of treaty-making and truth-telling.

The time is now! The Uluru Statement from the

wounds of our past.

Heart is the roadmap to address the unfinished

needs is people with a heart for change and the

society has been divided by blak versus white, this

The Blak struggle is not glamorous. What it

moral conviction to make it happen. To build a

society based on justice, we must honour the selfdetermination of First Nations by enabling their

business of our nation’s story. For too long, our

is an indictment on our nation’s heart that is written
into western laws.

The year 2020 has been significant for many

dignity to be heard, to listen to First Nations voices

reasons. It was the year when #BlackLivesMatter got

can engage in dialogues that nurture honest

and it also marks 250 years since Captain Cook

and to leave a legacy so our next generations

conversations of our past, in order to envision our
collective future.

‘Walk with us’, as the Uluru Statement from the

Heart called to action the Australian people. “We

global attention, a pandemic hit our shores (again),
first landed on this continent. It is now our collective
responsibility to do the work and dismantle colonial
legacies when hashtags are not trending.

Together, we can continue to rewrite the narrative

seek constitutional reforms to empower our people

of our nation, to honour a more truthful story about

we have power over our destiny our children will

voices of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

and take a rightful place in our own country. When
flourish. They will walk in two worlds and their
culture will be a gift to their country.

We call for the establishment of a First Nations

Voice enshrined in the Constitution. Makarrata
is the culmination of our agenda: the coming
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for a fair and truthful relationship with the people of

our nation’s history. This begins with hearing the

peoples – towards voice, treaty and truth. This is not
a matter of being blak or white. This is about doing
what is right, so let’s galvanise our fight.
Power to the people!
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Building a more inclusive company
We recognise there is an opportunity to formalise

our approach to diversity, inclusion and belonging.
A cross-region, cross-functional team has been

brought together to guide development of a group
program for Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging to

inform our People, Customer and Brand Diversity,
Inclusion and Belonging strategies. Starting first

Inclusion pledge for the whole business, which will
be communicated internally and externally. This

will be followed by a purposeful plan to progress
key areas of focus and report on the outcomes

that even further demonstrate our commitment
to diversity, inclusion and belonging.

We commit to continue consciously building

with a global survey, executive interviews and gap

a more inclusive company with a more diverse

will be used to develop our official Diversity &

to everyday.

analysis. During the remainder of 2020, the findings

representation, as part of the world we contribute
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Thank you to the people
who contributed to THE ICONIC
Annual Progress Report, 2020.
First and foremost, thank you to THE ICONIC’s people and our
deeply committed teams. We’re incredibly proud of our people at
THE ICONIC, whose values and beliefs enable us to create a better
fashion industry for all communities involved. We know it is still the
beginning of our journey, and we want to say a huge thank you to
each and every person who helps make what we do a reality.
Erica Berchtold, CEO, THE ICONIC
Erica joined as CEO in 2019, continuing to drive THE ICONIC’s sustainability and ethical
journey into 2020 and beyond. This Annual Progress Report reflects how seriously
our Executive team takes our continued commitment to progress under Erica’s
leadership. As a CEO and parent, Erica is a role model for our business who leads
by example and strives for inclusion for all team members. Erica values courage,
humility, resilience and curiosity, with her attitude towards change best summed up
by one of her favourite quotes: “The illiterate of the 21st Century will not be those who
cannot read and write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn.”

Victor Herrero, Member of the Supervisory Board and Chair of the
Sustainability Committee, GFG
Victor is Non-Executive Director and Chairman of the Sustainability Committee at
GFG. A seasoned retail leader, Victor was previously CEO of Guess? and Head of Asia
Pacific at Inditex Group, the world’s largest fashion retailer, with brands including
Zara, Massimo Dutti, Pull & Bear, Bershka, and Stradivarius, where he spent more
than 12 years. With experience in some of the most renowned fashion and lifestyle
brands and in some of the world’s biggest fashion markets, Victor brings a deep
understanding of the global fashion industry to GFG.

Jaana Quaintance-James, Chief Sustainability Officer, GFG
Jaana joined THE ICONIC in 2017 as the Head of Sustainability and was
responsible for defining and delivering the business’s sustainability agenda,
including THE ICONIC’s Who Made My Clothes film for Fashion Revolution and
THE ICONIC’s market-leading Considered edit. Since moving up to the role of
Chief Sustainability Officer for GFG in 2019 she has been charged with delivering
the business’s global vision to be people and planet positive, worldwide and a
comprehensive Ethical Sourcing, Environment, Community and Governance &
Communications strategy across GFG’s 17 markets.
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Alexander Meyer, Chief Marketing Officer, THE ICONIC
Alex has been instrumental in strategising and communicating the steps
we’re taking on our Considered journey and supporting the sustainability team
in telling the stories that need to be told. After leading Catalogue Production
for over three years, and now responsible for all creative output at THE ICONIC,
Alex has been a driving force behind the push for diversity in model and talent
choices. He’s made inclusivity a core priority within all our marketing and
creative activity, and overseen THE ICONIC taking a stand on culturally
relevant issues, on social and beyond.

Alessia Verderio, Environment Manager, THE ICONIC
Environment Manager at THE ICONIC, Alessia is responsible for delivering the
business’s Environment Program. In her time at THE ICONIC, she has introduced
waste and recycling management systems across the business, led installation
of LED lighting, launched 100% recycled content shipping satchels and delivered
THE ICONIC’s first carbon footprint assessment. In 2020 she is leading the charge
towards emissions reduction, zero waste to landfill and private label sustainable
packaging as well as key external partnerships including REDcycle, Salvos Stores
and Australia Post, who together power the Giving Made Easy initiative.

Melinda Tually, Senior Sustainability Manager, THE ICONIC
A Churchill Fellow, Melinda is a trusted responsible fashion specialist advising on
ethical sourcing, stakeholder engagement, supply chain risk, sustainability and
communications. She is passionate about human rights, the circular economy
and using evidence-based innovation to address global challenges in the fashion
industry. Melinda established the Fashion Revolution movement in Australia and New
Zealand in 2013 and Australia’s leading fashion sustainability conference, LEGACY.
In 2020, Melinda joined THE ICONIC to continue the delivery of our ambitious ethical
trade program covering branded and private label supply chains.

Alice Vrzic, Communications Manager, THE ICONIC
THE ICONIC is all about the people, our customers, brand partners, community and
of course our amazing team, too. Alice joined the team in 2019 and brings with
her expertise in internal communications and keeping teams connected to each
other and all the incredible initiatives we produce as a business. Alongside her
role in Internal Communications, Alice co-leads the Community function of our
Sustainability team with Robbie Watson. This partnership has placed Alice as an
integral participant in initiatives that affect the community, including our Bushfire
Relief Working Group.

Robbie Watson, Head of Sustainability, THE ICONIC
Robbie has been with THE ICONIC since 2017, with his first position leading
THE ICONIC’s deployment of its Fulfilment Centre’s partial automation. In the years
since, Robbie has had a key role in other operationally-centric roles including
(but not limited to) THE ICONIC’s 100% recycled-content packaging deployment
and the launch of THE ICONIC’s dedicated production warehouse. With his strong
operational background and business acumen, Robbie recently stepped up as
Head of Sustainability in 2020 and is responsible for managing the function’s
day-to-day operations and 2022 Sustainability Strategy.
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Elizabeth Anderson, Head of Communications, THE ICONIC
Since 2017, Elizabeth has played an essential role for driving transparency and
conveying our values to our customers, the media and the industry. She is a
key champion, both internally and externally, of THE ICONIC’s sustainability and
diversity, inclusion and body-positivity journey, helping spearhead efforts for crucial
and genuine lasting change. Working closely with THE ICONIC’s Sustainability,
Marketing and Creative teams, Elizabeth has steered and supported the company
through key milestone initiatives including its annual body-positive runway shows,
the launch of THE ICONIC Considered and its Annual Progress Report.

Teela Reid, Founder, Blackfulla Bookclub
Lawyer, activist and storyteller, Teela Reid is a proud Wiradjuri and Wailwan woman
and co-creator of @blackfulla_booklcub, an Instagram platform that honours First
Nations Ancestors as the original storytellers. In 2017, Teela was selected to attend
Harvard University as a global Emerging Leader. On her return, Teela took Prime
Minister Turnbull to task on ‘Q&A’ after his dismissal of the Uluru Statement from
the Heart. Teela was also recognised for her work as a leading advocate behind
the Walama Court, a proposal to establish an Aboriginal sentencing court at the
NSW District Court jurisdiction.

Brooke Donnelly, CEO, Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation
Brooke has spent her career in product stewardship, collective impact, recycling and
sustainability. As CEO of the Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation (APCO),
she directs collaboration between industry, government and consumers to drive
environmental and circular economic activities for communities. APCO is tasked
with the development of a circular economy for packaging, including facilitating the
delivery of 2025 National Packaging Targets and the ANZPAC Plastics Pact. With a
Masters in Sustainable Business Management, Brooke is an alumni of the Cranlana
Centre for Ethical Leadership and the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Kate Tregoning, Features Editor, THE ICONIC
Crafting the voice of our brand, Kate has been a writer and editor at THE ICONIC
since 2014, where she brings sustainability content, charity partnerships, and
diversity and inclusion to life. As well as working on THE ICONIC’s inaugural
Annual Progress Report in 2019, Kate has covered our industry-leading
roundtable discussions and diverse runway shows. In 2019 she was key to
branding our sustainability offering, Considered. Kate was also a member of
our Bushfire Relief Working Group and continues to collaborate with our charity
partners to ensure they receive awareness content when they need it most.

Connie Leung, Lead Graphic Designer, THE ICONIC
Guiding the look and feel of THE ICONIC, Connie has played a key part in highprofile launches as Lead Graphic Designer. She is responsible for branding
our sustainability offering, Considered – designing the shop front, launch
collateral and marketing output, as well as the brand aesthetic of our first
more sustainable private label, AERE. The print and digital designer for both
our inaugural Annual Progress Report in 2019 and now in 2020, Connie also
created THE ICONIC Playbook and our sustainability pages on site to display
our targets and achievements.
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Appendix: Updated Work Plan
Ethical Trade
2020 - 2022/2025 Activities
1

Continue to implement robust due diligence on working conditions

2

Complete modern slavery risk assessment annually and maintain

3

Deliver training to 15% of private label suppliers and factories

4

Deliver training to 10% of private label workers each year

5

Share stories of the people who make our clothes with customers

6

Drive quarterly increases in use of more sustainable materials in

7

Drive quarterly increases in % of range in THE ICONIC Considered,

Target
Completion Date

Notes

in factories

compliance with Modern Slavery legislation

each year

Ongoing

at least annually

private label brands

both through engaging existing brands and acquisition of new
brands who meet the criteria

8

Drive always-on marketing of THE ICONIC Considered, including one

9

Complete rollout of onboarding criteria related to sustainability for

customer event focussed on education each year

Revised target date
(previously

new third party brands

10

Re-audit with more intensive audit methodologies at least 25% of

11

Initiate at least one partnership on the ground in a key sourcing

30 June 2020)

private label factories by volume each year

country to support improved social and environmental performance
in private label manufacturing regions

12

Analyse private label water footprint and develop a plan to reduce

13

Roll out factory grievance mechanism to 25% of private label

14

Collect tier 2 supplier traceability information for all private label

15

Engage top 50 existing brands who don’t meet the minimum criteria

31 December 2021

impact in water stressed regions and intensive processes

factories each year

products and assess the feasibility of extending to subsequent tiers

to support them to improve their performance
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Environment
2020 - 2022 Activities
1

Continue to meet the requirements of, and improve performance

2

Drive month-on-month reduction in waste to landfill through

3

Contribute emissions reduction by increasing the proportion of

4

Launch customer clothing donations take-back scheme, begin

Target
Completion Date

Notes

assessments by, the Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation

introduction of improved recycling and organics waste collections
Ongoing

brands using sea freight

tracking volumes and drive month on month increases in volumes
managed through the channel

5

Transition all customer satchels to more sustainable alternatives

6

Assess feasibility of, and develop business case for, a resale channel

7

Identify, and make available to customers, zero or low-emission

8

Install solar at the Fulfilment Centre

30 June 2020

This activity has

been completed

on THE ICONIC

delivery options

30 June 2021
Revised target date
(previously

31 December 2020)
9

10

Set Science-Based Targets for carbon reduction (be a company

Activity now rolling up

striving for a 1.5 degree future)

to GFG. To be reported
on next year.

Either eliminate unnecessary directly procured and private

label packaging that reaches customers or transition it to more
sustainable alternatives
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11

Complete installation of LED lighting at the Fulfilment Centre

12

Transition to green energy providers for all remaining energy needs

13

Offset carbon emissions of our own operations and deliveries

31 December 2021

This activity has

been completed

APPENDIX

Community
2020 - 2022 Activities
1

Implement annual support plan for Thread Together and conduct

2

Establish regular fundraising opportunities for employees

3

Enable permanent employees to volunteer for a charity partner

4

Introduce payroll giving for employees

Target
Completion Date

annual assessment of partnership effectiveness

Ongoing

This activity has
been removed
30 June 2020

5

Develop a Reconciliation Action Plan and review annually thereafter

6

Implement on-site functionality which enables monetary donations

7

Complete initial assessment for and define path to becoming

8

Notes

by customers to our charity partners

from the strategy
This activity has

been completed

30 June 2021

a B Corp

Establish second charity partnership

31 December 2021

Diversity

1

2020 - 2022 Activities

Target
Completion Date

Notes

New Designer

30 June 2021

Revised target date

Incubator

Successfully incubate, support and

launch three new designers as part of

2

Launch size inclusion for all of THE ICONIC

30 June 2021

3

Ensure at least 10 of our 20 brand targets are

30 June 2021

private label brands

Curvy

Assortment
4

ready to launch with size extension within the
fashion assortment

Ensure remaining 10 of our 20 brand targets

are ready to launch with size extension within

31 December 2021

Modest Wear

Launch Modest Shop on THE ICONIC and
provide better representation within the

(31 January 2022)
31 December 2021

7

Differently-abled
assortment

Engage consultants to support research

30 June 2021

Launch adaptive fashion assortment on site

31 December 2021

for creating a new adaptive assortment

and provide better representation within the
e-commerce catalogue

Revised target date

(previously

31 December 2020)

e-commerce catalogue
6

Target date updated.

Previous date was
made in error

the fashion assortment

5

(previously

31 December 2020)

our ‘New Designer’ incubator program

Revised target date

(previously

30 June 2021)
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Contact details

Sustainability team at THE ICONIC
sustainability@theiconic.com.au

